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PRACTICAL AIID LINGUISTIC STRATEGIES FOR
POSTEDITING I\{ACHINE TRANSI,ATION
Muriel Vqsconcellos
Prrn American Health Organization

Kevwords: Machine Translation, Computer-Assisted Translation, Postediting.

Abstract: A set of strategies are presented for use in editing the output
of machine translation (MT) systems. They are organized according to the
degree of refinemenE required for the particular application. The first
1eve1, ained at rnerely reproducing the gist of the origlnal textr focuses
on major problems: words not translated by the machine, obvious mistrans-
lations, syntactic scrambling. At the second 1evel the goal is semantic
and syntactic correctness, with some devices enlisted to preserve the mes-
sage structure and enhance cohesion. The resulting translations are ade-
quate for many purposes but they do not capture all the nuances. They can
and should be further improved if the text is to be published or closely
scrutinized,

The strategies take maximum advantage of vord-processing technology
and at the same time provide a linguistic framework within vhich to make
quick and effective decisions. Experience with the SPANAM and ENGSIAN

systems aE the Pan American Health Organization (PAHo) has shovn that many
of the same principles and considerations apply equally as well to tradi-
tional translation and revision.

INTRODUCTION

Translators have been postediting machine translation (MT) at the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO) for more than a decade. PAHO was the
first international organization to offer operational MT. For Spanish to
English, the Organization's SPANAM system has been doing business since
January 1980; the reverse combination, English-Spanish, has been being
handled by ENGSPAN since mid-1984. Both SPANAM and ENGSPAN were developed
by PAH0 for internal use (Ref. 1). ENGSPAN is now also shared with the
U.S. Agency for InternaEional Developmentl and two institutions concerned
with agricultural research.z

At PAHO, MT is the primary mode of translation. As of mid-1990, some

8.7 million words (34,800 pages) had been postedited at the 0rganization's
headquarters in the two language combinations, rviEh a current average of
around 1.5 million words (6,000 pages) a year. The subject fields include
medicine, public health, sanitary engineering,'agriculture, computer
science, management, and law, plus many others on an occasional basis, The
text types represent a broad range of styles and discourse genres: arti-
nlac ehef?e^fc cniontifin ctrrriipc i^-'!L^^r'^ ^^rp end 

^^mnrlfFrt etxLUVUKn t llCaI Lrr

manuals, grant proposals, minutes of meetings, reports of missions and
program activities, producE specificacions, supply 1jsts, contracts and
agreements, business letters, diplomatic exchanges, certificates, promo-
tional materials--even film scripts and captions for displays. Some 30
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different t.ranslators have served as posteditors at different times in the
project's history. This experience has 1ed to a very interesting conclu-
sion:

While not all good translators make good posLeditors, Lhe principles
that make for good postediting do make for good translation.

The linguistic principles and stralegies used for postediting at PAH0
have proven so effective that they have been introduced into our traditional
translaEion program as we11. Different principles are associated with each
of three 1evels of refinement--partial postediting, rapid post.editing, and
translation for publication.

2. LEVELS OF REFINEMENT

Because it presents the user vith a rough draft, machine translation
has created new possibilities for the translation industry. We are now
able to specify the degree of human effort to be invested in the transla-
tion product. "Human" translation, on the oEher hand, has not traditional-
ly offered such alternatives. Although a quick draft is possible, the in-
tellectual process of generating a translation has always been considered
essentially holisti.c, taking place along a multitude of channels at the same
time. It seems si1ly to think of the subtler aspects being stored separ-
ate1y, waiting to be applied at the end in a final flourish. Cercainly
there is no easy spigot with which to turn off quality in midstream. The
question of whether a semifinished human translation is serviceable does
not really come up; no systematic thought has been given to how it might be
produced.

With MT, on the oEher hand, we are confronted for the first time with
a text, or quasi-text, Ehat already exists. \^le must decide what to do with
it. The options made available by MT cannot be ignored. We are virtually
forced to consider degrees of refinement in the translation product. And
we have already learned that in some settings and in some circumstances--
for example at the U.S. Air Force's Foreign Technology Division in Dayton,
Ohio, and, in some applications, at PAH0--it is indeed possible to trade
off refinements for expediency and economy, The key to effective integra-
tion of MT into the transla!ion mainstream, and of translator adaptation Eo

MT, lies in recognizing differenc levels of postediting and in understand-
ing \,/hat types of intervention are appropriate at each 1eve].

Level 1. Tntervention may be minimized when the translation is for
information on1y. The most venerable and effective application of MT for
such purposes, in which a partially edited product provides the gist of the
text and is deemed adequate by the end consumers (technical subject ex-
-^-!-\ :- ^! !L^ ^ir pnrna'c Fnrp.io. Technology Division (FTD) (Ref. 2>.lJCrL>/ Lrrc n^-

Syscran has been producing draft translations from Russian into English at
the FTD since 1969, and the operation has been expanded to cover German-
and French-to-English as we11, Bostad (Ref, 3) states that 12 years ago
the Russian-to-English output became "mature" enough that it could be
delivered to consumers vith only partial posteditine,. The extent of this
intervention vi11 be examined later be1ow. It should also be mentioned
that in 1987 che three language combinations were made available for 1,700
users to obtain raw translations via desktop Pcs--although this application
is beyond the scope of the present paper.

Level 2, A distinction has been drar,rn bet\,reen translations for as-
similation purposes and those for dissemination (Ref. 4). hrfrile the appli-
cation just described is a clear case of the former, and translation for
publication is self-defining, at least in terms of its ultimate use, there
would appear to be a middle ground that is not quite as easy to pin down.
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This is true for both the ultimate use of the translation and the amounE of
intervention required. Translations that start out for in!erna1 use may
end up being quoted and widely disseminated. As translators so often point
out, once the text is commiEted to paper, there is no control over its
ultimate destination. Sti11, it does seem possible to identify an interme-
diate product--either a translation whose use will clearly be limited, or
else a text that is to be carefully revised by a technical expert. The
viability of such a product was recognized ar the European Commission back
in 1982, when a mode of rapid posteditine was introduced for the revision
of French-to-English Systran output (Ref.5). In the absence of a formal
definition of this product, it is safe to say that the MT ourpuE is pol-
ished to the point that the text is granmatically and propositionally cor-
rect, while at the same time staging and the distribution of information
are respecEed--yet it is still short of ideal in terms of idiomatic equiva-
lence, nuances, cohesion, and coherence. This 1eve1 of intervention also
corresponds to specialized, domain-specific applications that are based on
a limited vocabulary and are predictable in their structure,

LeveI 3. Final1y, there is the translation for publication. This is
the text that does aim for idiomatic equivalence, ful1 capture of nuances,
strong use of cohesive devices, and just the right amount of between-the-
lines interpretation to provide the necessary coherence. These considera-
tions, togeEher with st.aging and the distribution of information, which
appear already at the 1evel of rapid postediting, call into play the strat-
egies thac make for translation of the highest quality, \^ihether it is done
by postediting MT output or in the traditional manner.

)1

An automatic postprocessor (EDITSYS) is used at the U.S. Air Force
Foreign Technology Division (Ref, 2) to address the following situations ln
the MT output: not-found ruords, acronym expansions, high-risk rearrange-
ment patEerns, vords frequently miskeyed in the input, source words with
more than one meaning that are handled as "slashed entries" or are not yet
fu1ly resolved by Systran, and miscellaneous "problem \,rords" (of vhich
there are about 40). When any one of these situations occurs, EDITSYS
alerts the human posteditor with a flashing line across the screen. The
posteditor responds appropriately at that point but does not usually look
at the rest of the text. In fact, only about 2o% of the text is affected
by EDITSYS-prompted corrections.

This case te11s us something about the minimum requirements for MT
postediting. As a first priority, foreign words must be replaced. Second,
acronyms should be checked, Third, some types of syntactic rearrangement
need to be looked at because they are vulnerable to scrambling. Fourth,
words with more than one meaning can lead to serious mistranslations, and
with experience the most pesky ones, as r+el1 as other trouble-makers, can
be identified beforehand.

Pigure 1 shovs the major errors highlighced on a page of SPANAM out-
put from a set of scienrific abstracts being translated from Spanish to
Engllsh for informatlon-only purposes. The total passager 1r688 words
1ong, averaged less than one major error per 1r000 words. 0n this particu-
1ar page there happened to be a cluster of examples. First, there is a
translation of reactivos which is ridiculous in the context. Second, the
verb phrase se les preguntaba r+as rendered so poorly that the translation
is scrambled and incomprehensible. Third, experimentar \./as incorrectly
translated for the context. And finally, the phrase dolor referido yielded
the technical expression'referred pain', which is again incorrecL for the
context.

Figure 2 presents the reverse situation, i,e. abstracts being trans-
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Lated from English into Spanish
insertion of 'de' to translate

by ENGSPAN, also for information only. The
the noun phrase -.i rL !!^

, wILII LtlE

result 'exposici6n de tabaco' , turns the situation around: the tobacco
becomes exposed instead of the person. The second errorr because it is
funny, is easy to spot in the course of postediting. The third one, also
entertaining, illustrates why it is imporEant to check all acronyms. Like
the SPANAM job in Figure 1, this text averaged about one major error per
1,000 words.

Figure 3 shows the corrections for SPANAM, and Figure 4, for ENGSPAN.
It is interesting to note the quality of the two MT outputs apart

from the problem areas in question, They can be read ancl adequately under-
stood by a monolingual person who is familiar with the subject matter, es-
peciaJ.ly after some experience with MT ouEput. Although the errors were
not frequent, the importance of finding then is clear. They are so few
that, in the absence of an aid like EDITSYS, they could even be introduced
by hand instead of on-screen. Postedilors r,rho can learn to quickly scan
ouLput for information purposes and pick up the major problems will be
helping to open up new frontiers in the translation profession. There viIl
be increasing need for such individuals as we face the challenge of more
and more inforrnation to reErieve from data bases--information tha! has not
been being translated before and which represents a daunting, probably in-
surmountable, task for traditional human translation.

2.2 Level 2: Rapid PosteditinA

The intermediate 1eve1 of intervention presumes, of course, all the
criteria at the previous 1evel. But here lre are also looking at full
grammaticality and semantic precision. The propositional content of the
original text is rendered clearly and accurately, although time is not
necessarily spent on technical terminological research. In addition, at-
tion is given to of discourse organization, i,e, faithful staging and de-
livery of new information, coupled vith the use of cohesive devices Ref. 6).

At PAHo, posteditors are encouraged to take discourse considerations
into account. Since discourse organization is universal and syntax is
language-specific, it sEands to reason thaE the original text is best
served r+hen priority is given to the former. The approach calls for con-
scious and systematic applicatj-on of the principles contained in Halliday's
"grammar of messages" (Ref. 7). This is the grammar that is concerned with
"staging" the nessage unit3 and regulating the delivery of "new informa-
tion."

Staging (Ref. 8) is the process whereby the element is chosen with
which to begin the unit--i.e. the theme. This element expresses the link
vith the object of Ehought in the writer's mind (Ref. 9). The information
system, in lurn, regulates the delivery of given and nev information. Ner.r

lnformation must always be presented in a context of givens, since what. is
given, either in the previous text or in the reader's knowledge base,
serves as a point of reference for judging nevness. To put it another way,
in order for a message to be meaningful, the information it conveys must be
attached to an existing node, Within each message unit there is a buildup
to the presentat.ion of focus of nevest information (Ref, 10), This focus
is usually the culmination of Ehe unit and the point at which it comes to a
c1ose. The two processes of staging and information, vorking in tandem,
create the boundaries of the unit, and ultimately they account for the
organization of pieces of language into Lext.

Given the positional importance of thene and focus--the one at the
beginning and the other at the end, with increasingly newer information
building up over the course of the unit--it is incumbent. on the translaEor
to preserve the same order of elements vhenever possible (Ref. 11). 0ften,
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however, there are const.raints that make this difficult. The source and
Earget syntax may not match up, or there may be no one-to-one equivalents
for certain words or expressions; the translator is forced to shuffle
things around. In our work at PAHo, in both MT postediting and traditional
translation, we discourage rearrangement. We would prefer that the Lrans-
lators change the synlax whenever by doing so they can preserve the orig-
inal order of thoughts in the message and basically retain from left-to-
right progression of the text (Ref. 12). This approach has been shown to
produce translations that are more cohesive and easier to grasp. It is
also more consonant with the characteristics of word processing--and hence
much fasterl

Figure 5 shows another page from the same job we saw in in Figure 1.
It has been subjected to rapid posteditine. Typical of technical abstracts
in Spanish, a number of the sentences are "subjectless"--in other words,
they begin with impersonalized verbs. The first sentence is an example of
how the syntax can be altered to keep the theme and focus in the same posi-
tion: the head noun in the preposiEional phrase is made to do duty as the
subject. As a result, the newest information is able to remain in focus
position. Throughout the page the corrections avoid putting the passive
verb at the end. When an inversion is necessary, it is done as locally as
possible, leaving the rest of the unit intact.

The final clause gives another example of syntactic adjustments to
preserve the order of information: the MT output 'is expressed the desire
that intensifies the collaboration..,' is changed, viEh a minimum of key-
strokes (a macro does the loca1 rearranging), to read: 'the desire is
expressed for more intensified collaboration'.

The change of 'both' to 'the two'is an example of enhanced cohesion.
The latter expression helps to pinpoint the antecedents in English and at
the same time sets up a dichotomy that lays the groundwork for the notion
of rseparately'. The change of 'of' to a more specific preposition also
helped to heighten cohesion.

Another type of change, one of the comnonest in posteditingr was de-
letion of the definite article. This is done on the word ptocessor \,/ith a

single "macro" keystroke that "seeks and destroys" the next occurrence'
Translators at PAHO are provided with guidelines for dealing with the
definite article (Ref. 13). For example, they are told that the following
rule is quite reliable:

'the N of the N'==) rthe N of N' or 'N of lhe N'

0f course, there are many rules that affect the definite article in English
(Ref. 14), and much depends on the posteditor having the judgment to decide
the order in \^/hich they apply.

Thus it can be seen that vith a fen strategic repairs the text shapes
up quite effectively. The rapidly postedited version is a vast improvement
over the original output.

It is at the third level that the posteditor sharpens up word choices
and ventures into the realm of interpreting between the 1ines. VIhat is at
stake here is coherence. The surface pieces of the discourse are made to
connect in ways that are more meaningful based on unexpressed underlying
readings. (Cohesion, vhich we saw at the previous 1evel, has to do with
devices that can be specified; a given element in discourse is made
clearer through its ties rvith another--Ref. 6). In an earlier sEudy (Ref.
15), I calculated that at the level of rapid postediting most of the
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changes had to do with synlacEic corrections and cohesive devices, while at
the 1eve1 of translation for publication, 19% of the changes were interpre-
tations for coherence. The proportlon is someuhat lower ln the present
case,

Figure 6 shows further improvements on the rapid postediting done in
Figure 5. A number of them are cohesive--for example, the introduction of
a "shop talkr style, r./ith 'work' becoming 'study' and 'the use of drugs'
becoming 'drug use'. The introduction of 'a1so' in the last sentence of
the second paragraph is cohesive in that it helps to point up the logical
development of the discourse. It also brings the theme closer to its
original position. In the last paragraph a relative clause is reduced in
order to de-emphasize a part of the sentence that belongs in baekground.
The shift of 'treatment' to a laEer position borders on the interpretive,
but the purpose was cohesive; previously it had been too far away from
what was being treated, slowing dor,sn the reader's comprehension.

The most interesting change is the one in the second paragraph in
which'hampered' is introduced. The motivation is clearly for better
coherence. The posteditor has assumed Ehe role of interpreter. The new
logic is more direct and therefore works better in carrying the idea for-
ward,

The changes at this 1eve1 are more creative and less predictable.
They are aimed at achieving maximum effectiveness and nuancing: precise
use of words in terms of semantic content, register, and idiomaticity;
preservation of theme and focusl strong cohesion aimed at facilitating the
readet' s progress Ehrough the text; and judicious interpretation of the
underlying discourse in order to rnake it cohere,

Despite the array of possibilities and the variety of criteria to be
considered, it can be seen that the process did not involve major revamping
of the text.

CONCLUS I ON

Machine translation has opened up ne\{ vistas in our understanding of
translation quality and serviceability. In getting to this point ve have
discovered linguistically different strategies that correspond to Ievels of
refinement in the product delivered to the consumer.

Application of these principles involves judgment at every step along
the vay--judgment in knor^ring what 1evel of intervention will be adequate
for the use envisaged, judgment in knowing vhat types of changes are effec-
tive, and judgment in knowing \,/hen to leave the text a1one. one of the most
disappointing experiences in working vith MT ls to see valld outpuE changed.
UnfortunaLely this happens quite often; the changes may be graluitous, or
they may actually be wrong. We must avoid wild flights of fancy and elab-
orate tecastings. Newmark (Ref. 16), in speaking of human branslation, has
al rpqdv <aid.

A good translaEor abandons a literal version only when it is plainly
inexact... A bad translator will alwavs do his best to avoid trans-
lating word for word.

Changes should always be justifiable on linguistic grounds. A clear hier-
archy has been identified: at the first 1eve1, only major miscontructions
are deal-t with; at the second 1eve1, syntactic and semantic problems are
addressed, always vith discourse organization in mind, and attention is
paid to cohesionl and at the highest 1eveI, cohesion is further strength-
ened and interpretations are made to improve coherence. The srrategies at
this leve1 are equally applicable to human translation.
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NOTES

1. The development of ENGSPAN was partially supported by the U.S. Agency
for fnternational Development under Grant DPE-5543-G-SS-3048-00, awarded to
the Pan American HeaIth 0rganization in August 1983.

2. The fnternational Center for Tropical Agriculture in Ca1i, Colombia,
and the International Rice Research Institute in the Philipplnes.

3. In normal circumstances, the message unit corresponds to the complete
sentence, including all its embedded clausesl when the sentence is incom-
plete, the message unit corresponds to the presenting fragment.
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V0389 SPANAM (II1) IS A COPYRIGHTEO T/ORK OF TIIE PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION SPANISH TO ENGLISH IIICRO=3
06/21/90 PAGE 3

'H0R99S9999999 OMEC3 PART E_C,3 INFORMATION ONLY UNEOIT€D MCHINE TRANSLATION

(.)
F{

Las puntuaciones obtenidas an el cuestionario se 0K

diferenciaron significativamente. En todos los reactivos, PP 09

Ios casos puntuaron mis alto que los no casos. Sin PP 13

embargo, s{ilo se observ5 discriminaci6n significativa en e1

607 de ellos, 1o cual sugiere que el instrumento es itil
para esta poblacidn pero que es necesario revisar'la

forrnulacirjn de ias preguntas con el objeto de obtener un

instrumento mis eficaz.

$( $

3I. CONDES LARA M, CALVO JH, FERNANOEZ_GUAROIOLA A,

Pain, ll:'185-200, 198'1 .

$)$

Se estinulri la pulpa dentaria de sujetos voluntarios 0K GT

durante 'l20 min a intensidades que producian dolor

soportable. Se registraron potenciales evocados PP 14

corticales, ia actividad electroencefalogrefica, los

electromiogramas de los misculos supercil iar y masetero y

1a respuesta galvinica de 1a pie'I. Cada 30 min, sin N0 l1 GT

suspender la estimulacidn, se les preguntaba a ios su.jetos

sobre 'las sensaciones que experimentaban con sus estinulos.

Se observo una disminucirin progresiva en todas las 0K

respuestas poligr',ifirae junto con una disminucidn en la

The scorings obtained in the questionnai re were

dif ferentiated signif icantly. tn at t thel?ea-g;;T;l the

cases scored higher that the non cases- However, there

was oniy observed significant discrimination in 60/. of

them, which suggests that the instrument is useful for this

population but that it is necessary to review the

formulation of the questions for the purpose of obta;ning

a more effective instrument.

3I. CONOES LARA H, CALVO JM, FERNANDEZ-GUAROIOLA A.

Pain, ll :185-200,'198].

There was stimulated the dental pulp of voluntary

subjects during )20 min to intensities that produced

bearable pain. There were registered cortical evoked

potenti al s, el ectroencephal ographi c acti vi ty,

electroilyogr;rms of the superciliary and masseter muscles

and the gaivani3 skin response. Each 30 min, without

suspendiar tiie st imulatio", [-1, ask_".d Trfe'l ii t]f_:rt je'c{

on tl'; :r,r!it; ,ni thar:lTirn,,n!FGB'"t t,h thei r stinL,l i .

There *;:t;11.-,,:rv;,,1 * p'cgrltsive r?oui;'!ii:i irr all tirc

porj,qia!fri: '.r!L)irie! toge'.i1er wjth a red:i:tjcn ir the

sensacion de dolcr refericjo por 1os sujetos- scnsit,rir ,tt {:S-f-tj.Uffby the su-hjects

$($ figure l. Major errors highlighted in translation for informaticrn-only purposes
(Span!sh-tnglish, SPAl,lAl'lh; total text had l3 such errr:rs in t"688 vords)-



subsets according to site: mouth, oropharynx, and larynx; N0 06 N0 05 URDT pueden estar divididos en tres subconjuntos

nasal fossa and bony massive of the facial nerve; and N0 02

V0489 ENGSPAN (TH) IS A COPYRIGHTED WORK OF THE PAN AMERICAN HEALIIl ORGANIZAIION
02 /'t3 /90 PAG E 2
'H0R99S9999999 8.3 IITRI ABSTRACIS

305429 NT

The epidemiology of tumors of the upper respiratory and S0 0K

digestive tracts ('UR0T) is discussed.

'URDT cancer accounts for 8.2/. of cancer mortality, l3/, in 50 0K

men and l.57 in wonen. 0n the av, 'URDT cancer occurs 50 0K

between 55 and 60 yr of age. Variations in the incidence SD 0K

of 'UROT cancer with time aod geographic location are

considered. rURDT cancers can be divided into three main S0 0K

cavum. Tobacco and alcohol ingestion seem to be related to 0K

cancers of the first subset. The risk of tunors in these PP 22

areas due to tobacco exposure is related to the quantity

smoked and the age at which smoking was begun. Pipe and N0 0B lU

cigar smoking are less toxic than is cigarette smoking. A 0K

synergistic relationship between alcohol and tobacco intake

is evident. Signs of cancers of the cavum include the 5D PP l5

detection of SIN 2 antigen and'Epstein Barr virus genome.

(8 references). N0 03
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Se trata la epidemiologia de los tumores de los tractos

superiores respi ratorios y +digestivos+ (URDT).

El cincer de URDT representa un 8,2'/. de mortalidad de

cdncer, 137 en los hombres y un 1,57 en las mujeres. En el

promedio, cincer de UROT ocurre entre 55 y 60 a6os de edad.

Se consideran las variaciones en 1a incidencia del cdncer

de URDI con tiempo y localidad geogrefica. Los c6nceres de

principales segtin e1 sitio: la boca, la orofaringe y la

laringe; la fosa nasal y huesudo masivo del nervio facial;

y la cavidad. El tabaco y 1a ingesti6n de alcohol parecen

estar relacionados a los cinceres de1 priner subconjunto-

El riesgo de los tumores en estas Sreas debjdas a la

exposici6nliiltabaco esti relacionado a .la 
cantidad fumada

y 1a edad al cual el tabaquismo se empezd. 
.|@

-i---:-;-._r
de tuberiasly puros son menos t6xicos que es e1 fumar

cigarrillos. Una relaci6n sin6rgica entre el alcohol y #1a

ingesta# de tabaco es evidente. Los signos de los cinceres

de la cavidad incluyen la deteccidn OetFECaOb-lZ antigeno y

el genoma viral de Epstein Barr. (8 referencias).

G)
D
@

Figure 2. Hajor errors highlighted in translation for infomation-only purposes
(English-Spanish, ENGSPANh; total text had 15 such errors in 1,574 vords).



The scorings obtained in the questionnai re

differentiated significantly. In al l the

cases scored higher that the non cases. However, there

was only observed significant discrimination in 607" of

them, which suggests that the instrument is useful for this

population but that it is necessary to review the

formulation of the questions for the purpose of obta'ining

a more effective instrument.

3I. CONDES LARA M, CALVO JM, FERNANDEZ-GUARDIOLA A

Pain, ll:'l85-200, 1981.

(.) There was stimulated the denta'l pulp of voluntary
5(o subjects during 120 nin to intensities that produced

bearable pain- There were registered cortical evoked

potentials, electroencephalographic activity,

electromyograms of the supercil iary and masseter muscles

anJ the galvanic skjn responl

suspending the stimulatjon

l/r4fi{rn" sensat i ons thTffi"p"rm; wi th thei r stimul i .

30 542 S

Se trata 1a epidemiologia de los tumores de los tractos

superiores respiratolios y +diqestivos+ (URDT).

El c6ncer de UROT representa un B,?% de morta'lidad de

cincer, 137, en los hombres y un 1,5% en las mujeres. En el

promedio, cincer de URDI ocurre entre 55 y 60 afros de edad.

Se consideran las variaciones en la incidencia del ci,ncer

de URDI con tiempo y localidad geogrifica. Los cdnceres de

URDI preden estar divididos en tres subconjuntos

principales segLln e1 sitio: la boca, 1a orofaringe y la

laringo; la fosa nasal y huesudo masivo del nervio facial;

y la cavidad- El tabaco y 1a ingestiSn de alcohol parecen

estar relacionados a ]os c6nceres de1 primer subconjunto.

E) riesgo de rlos tumores en estas 6reas debidas a la
a{.-

exposicidn@[!abaco esti relrcionado a 1a canti{ad fumada

y )a erJa! al cual el tabaquismo se enpezd. fii.ffi
t1 ,t*d+.*rrtlbEild y puros son menos t6xicos que es el f umar

cigarril)os. Una relaci6n sin6rgica entre el alcohol y #la

ingesta# de tabaco es evidente. Los signos !p 
los cinceres

de la cavidad incluyen la detecci6n aeli@blz anligeno y

el genoma viral de Epstein 8arr. (8 referencias).There was observed a progressive reduction in all the

polygraphic responses together-wit[-a.reduction in the
t;torl>rP

sensation ofFefer+e+ eaitby the subjects.

Figure 3. Corrections to errors in Figure l. Figure 4. Corrections to errors in Figure 2.



Se dan datos sobre indicadores indirectos, recurriendo a PP 24

'las tasas de cirrosis hep6tica, y se sefrala la dificultad

para 1a interpretac'i6n de este dato debido a las

condiciones de desnutrici6n que imperan en Am6rica Latina.
(,
sr rD,,,,,r,,io, se dan Ios resultados de algunas encuestas, S0 0Ko

ponderando la clasificaci6n de *Marconi . Se se6a1a que 0K

estas encuestas indican que los hombres consumen mis

alcohol que 1as mujeres. Se dan cifras de otros PP 13

indicadores indirectos en 1os que el uso de alcohol estd

involucrado con el suicidio, los homicidios, 1os delitos y

los accidentes.

fs,I+this work fhe+e.i+ present-eC an overall panorama 
ILfu"

alcoholism and the use of drugs in Mexico. €eth-

topics are presented separately, since in Mexico

alcoholism and the use of drugs differ in their magnitude,

in their oattern of oresentation and in their social

consequences. . t t

difficulty # tne interpretation of this ia,en+f data il
due to the conditions of +undernutrition+ that prevail in

Latin America. In addition, t+e+e Ge giJ..*he results of
f--:--. rl .Vqra,*t t'.

some surveysl weighlcA the classification of Marcon'i. It

is point.ed out that these surveys indicate that men consume

-*-nl, 
".-\ 

fi nr.e 17 f o t h ".
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En este trabajo se presenta un panorama 91oba1 acerca de1 0K

alcoholismo y e1 uso de drogas en M6xico. Ambos temas se PP 3i

presenlan por separado, debido a que en M6xico el

alcoholismo y ei uso de drogas difieren en su magnitud, en

su patr6n de presentaci6n y en sus consecuencias sociales.

?

more alcohol than women.

indirect indicators in which the use of alcohol is involved

with suicide, homicides, crimes and accidents.

t+r
t the Mexican Institute of Psychiatry is

Para final'izar, se mencionan algunos programas de

tratamiento que el Instituto Mexicano de Psiquiatria esti

llevando a cabo en 1o que respecta al alcoholismo y a la

inhalacirjn deliberada en grupos de menores, y se expresa el

deseo de que se intensifique 1a colaborac'i5n con organismos

i nternaci onal es.

PP 36 GT

'{-.
carryi ng out in-ce€a+*t al cohol i sm and .to del i berate

---y .-i4hElation in groups of minors, andtis expressedfqthe desire /btu \ ' +:#f,-v +Sa* intensifie$Ilt'e col laboration vith international

-

agenci es.

Figure 5. Rapid postediting of SPAMH output.



s*+'
This !otr{ prEsents

+hd use fof-drugJ in Mexico.r L-*___-J
separately, since in l'lexico

. Erfis
dl t ter r n laeff magnl tuoe,

an overall panorama of alcoholism and

The two topics are Presented

alcoholism and the{use {(d.y9t

in-lleir pattern of presentati o1\nd

(,
(rl

i+-their soci al consequencgs.

W* si"ffino;rect indicator r,ffin
rates for cirrhosis of the liver, and it is pointed out that the

Alt:)F. +t:l't+'(.mdiffieulty in interpretation ot tii" 'ten el data rs c{+He tn€v

tA/4rr/.1attr t5#a+i-om of lundernutritionl tr'i++b-p+e++i,l- in Latin America. In

addition, the results fu^" surveys are 9iven, weighed

?<
ac c ordi nq to thc 6l as s i f i cat i on tf Ma rc on i'rr l++--p+is+€d-e*t- ur["l^
1fid+--Uc€€€-t{+sen indicate that men consume more;1cohol than

women . ri sr.", 
Xfo.- 

o6". iilllJlna i . 
" 

t o.. d.fg'il"n
lZal

ndicators/are qiven)in whichq-6:-----./

the use of alcohol is involved with suicide, homicides, crimes

and accidents 
4.;4

In conc1usion, mention is made of some programs f-or /
Ct^2*fu U+
t+€3tne"fth.gthe Mexican Institute of Psychiatry i-reFf!+frEl-

Rt't*;a>rf l
or+t for alcoholism andedeliberate inhalation in groups of minors,

A
and the desire is expressed for more intensified collaboration

wi th i nternati onal agenci es.

This study presents an overall panorama of alcoholism and

drug use in f4exico. The two topics are presented separately,

since in Mexico alcoholisn and drug use differ in tems of

magnitude, pattern of presentation, and social conseguences.

Figures are given based on indirect indicators, including

rates for cirrhosis of the l'iver, and it is pointed out that the

interpretation of such data is hampered by the prevalence of

+undernutrition+ in Latin America. In addition, the results from

some surveys are given, weighed according to Marconi's

classification, which indicate that men consume more alcohol than

women. Figures are also given for other indirect indicators in

which the use of alcohol is involved with suicide, homicides,

crimes and accidents.

In conclusion, mention is made of some programs being

conducted by the luiexican Institute of Psychiatry for the

treatment of alcoholism and deliberate inhalation in groups of

minors, and the desire is expressed for more intensified

collaboration with international agencies.

Figure 6. Postedited text in Figure 5 upgraded to publication quality'


